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Abstract
The brain circuit is enormous regarding quantities of neurons and neuro-transmitters, proposing that
huge circuits are the main entity to the brain-core processing. Hyper-Dimensional Processing depends on
the understanding that minds register with examples of neural action that are not promptly connected
with quantities. Truth be told, the mind capacity to analyze with numbers is weak and, in any case,
because of the exceptionally large circuits, a neural processing models are replicated with purposes of a
large dimensional portion, that is, with hyper-vectors. At the point when the dimension (D) is in the large
numbers (For example, D is equal to ten thousand) it is called hyper dimensional. Hyper-vectors are
holographic and randomly processed with independent-and-identically-distributed tools. A hyper-vector
includes whole data merged as well as spread over the entirety of its pieces in a full all-encompassing
portrayal, so no spot is more dependable to store any snippet of data compare to others. Hyper-vectors
are joined with tasks likened to expansion, increase and change that structure numerical processing on
vector region. Hyper-Vectors are intended to analyze for closeness utilizing a separation metric over the
vector-region. These activities are nothing but hyper-vectors, in which it can be joined into intriguing
processing conduct with novel highlights that cause them vigorous and pro�cient. This paper focuses on
a utilization of hyper-dimensional processing for distinguishing the language of text-tests, in view of
encoding sequential letters into hyper-vectors. Perceiving the language of a given book is the initial phase
in all sorts of language handling, for example, text examination, arrangement, interpretation, and so forth.
High dimension vectors model is mainstream in Natural Language Processing and are utilized to catch
word signi�cance from word use-insights. In this paper, �rst task is high dimensional computing based
classi�cation on Arabic datasets which contain three datasets such as arabiya, khaleej and akhbarona.
High dimensional computing is applied to obtain the result from previous dataset when it is applied to N-
gram encoding. The accuracy of high computing when utilizing SANAD Single-label Arabic news articles
datasets with 12 N-gram encoding is 0.9665 %. The high dimensional computing with 6 N-gram encoding
when utilizing RTA dataset provide the accuracy of 0.6648%. ANT dataset with 12 N-gram encoding when
high dimensional computing is applied to give us accuracy 0.9248 %. The second task is applying high
dimensional computing on Arabic language recognition for Levantine dialects three dataset is utilized.
The �rst dataset is SDC Shami Dialects Corpus which contain Jordanian, Lebanese, Palestinian and
Syrian that provide an accuracy of 0.8234% when applied high dimensional computing with 7 N-gram
encoding. PADIC (Parallel Arabic DIalect Corpus) is the second dataset which contains Syria and
Palestine Arabic dialects provide an accuracy of 0.7458 % when applied high dimensional computing
with 5 N-gram encoding. The high dimensional computing when applied to third dataset MADAR (Multi-
Arabic Dialect Applications and Resources) with 6 N-gram encoding provide us accuracy 0.7800%.

1 Introduction
Natural Language Processing (NLP) is the division of Arti�cial intelligence, in which it enables the
computer to analyze and recognize human language in �ne manner. The concept of analyzing the Arabic
Languages by using this Natural Language Processing is not a simple job. There are so many researches
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occurred in past to analyze the Arabic languages with different principles, but due to the enormous
growth of language processing concerns and based on their diverse services, the system gets collapsed
and many application programming interfacing modules are generated to accomplish this task in good
manner but all gets suffered in certain point of language processing(Evans and Levinson 2009). In this
paper, a new hyper-dimensional system is generated to perform the e�cient language processing task
with the association of Natural Language Processing logic, in which it supports e�ciently to analyze the
Arabic languages easily. The proposed approach illustrates the pros and cons of analyzing the Arabic
languages with the proposed hyper-dimensional methodology with NLP logics in experimental manner
with proper outcome and all these result oriented proofs are illustrated clearly over further sections.
Natural Language Processing is characterized as a processing cycle that dissects regular language units
in various degrees of semantic investigation(Agerri et al. 2015). The following �gure, Fig. 1 shows that
the language cores are: Phonologic, Morphologic, Lexic, Syntax-oriented, Semantically, Discourse’ and
pragmatically. Consequently, Natural Language Processing preparing turns out to be more perplexing and
troublesome by descending the portions. Natural Language processing as an exploration �eld has
assumed a signi�cant function in frameworks advancement. Numerous applications in various �elds rely
upon Natural Language Processing devices to encourage handling enormous information text and
discourse.

While functionalities like data extraction, blunder amendment, and dynamic from such information are
time expensive and also cost expensive, yet, utilizing Natural Language Processing procedures would
increment the performance and adequacy of such frameworks (Agerri et al. 2015). Additionally, Natural
Language Processing methods permit researchers to investigate as well as extricate information from
various types of sources. Numerous Natural Language processing assignments, for example,
information-mining, speech-recognition, sentimental-analysis and text-handling are usually utilized as
sub tasks of bigger frameworks and applications. Consequently, in the period of web based service
nature, wide scope of Natural Language Processing software is offered via Web Application
Programming Interfaces, that give essential and best in class Natural Language Processing
functionalities. By stowing away, the interior intricacy of such application programming interfaces, the
connection between the services furthermore, an outer framework is getting simpler. Researchers are
fabricating a Natural Language Processing framework utilizing existing code as opposed to building all
works without any preparation. The following �gure, Fig. 2 illustrates the segregation of words and letters
from the input word (Alzand and Ibrahim 2015)

2 Related Works
(Agerri et al. 2015)proposed a paper with respect to BigData handling in association with Natural
Language Processing. In this paper (Agerri et al. 2015), a concept of computational analysis and its
e�ciency over natural language processing is discussed in detail with some experimental results. The
paper illustrates the huge needs of computational processing over language processing environments.
This is because of the increasing the digital data transformation, all the textual contents need to be
digitized now-a-days, so, that there is a change to drastic enhancement of natural language processing
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industry. A distributed data and text processing system is formed over the paper to deal with language
processing as well as assisting the proposed approach with respect to virtual machine concepts. A
sequence of testing process is done over the approach to prove the accuracy levels of this paper as well
as the scaling options are highly improved with this proposed approach when adapting large number of
digital records in nature.

(Cambria et al. 2014)proposed a paper related to Natural Language Processing, in which the authors
presented a scenario to prove the computational abilities of Natural language processing to analyze the
language and human-to-machine language interfacing. Natural Language Processing analysis has
advanced from the time of punching-cards and clump-handling (a sentence processing might take as
long as Sevens minutes') to the time of 'Google' and any semblance of it (Ex. a huge number of website
pages can be prepared in under-a-second). This paper (Cambria et al. 2014)draws on late advancements
in NLP exploration to take a gander at the past, present and eventual fate of Natural Language
Processing innovation in e�cient manner. Obtaining the worldview of 'jumpingcurve' from the �eld of
business the board and promoting expectation, this review article reconsiders the advancement of
Natural Language Processing research as the convergence of three covering bends in particular
Syntactic, Semantics and Pragmatics Curves which will in the long run lead Natural Language Processing
exploration to advance into language understanding.

(Rakshit et al. 2015) proposed a paper related to poet analysis with respect to systematic language
analysis process. The authors dictated that, a systematic poet analysis is a complex task to deal with
language processing scenario. The concept of human-machine interfacing is usually an expensive
approach and more complex compare to the other cases of textual processing. In this paper (Rakshit et
al. 2015), the systematic process of language analysis is handled and the poet is extracted and
recognized based on the semantic as well as syntactic nature. This paper utilizes the advantages of
Support Vector Machine classi�er to classify the textual features based on semantic and syntactic
norms. In this paper the collection of Tagore's poem is classi�ed based on difference categories such as:
devotion, affection, environmental beauty and country. This paper (Rakshit et al. 2015)attains around
57% percentage of classi�cation accuracy, but the features extracted from the poem are not good enough
to classify with such accuracy level. The proposed classi�er is slightly tuned based on the stylish feature
selection process, so that the approach producing 92% classi�cation accuracy as a result.

(Almuhareb et al. 2013), proposed a paper related to identi�cation of traditional Arabic poem in detail. In
this paper (Almuhareb et al. 2013) a novel technique for perceiving and extricating old style Arabic
sonnets found in literary sources. The strategy uses the fundamental traditional Arabic sonnet highlights
such as structure, rhyme, composing style, and word utilization. The proposed technique accomplishes
an exactness of 97% while keeping high review esteem at 92%. The technique was likewise used to
fabricate a model internet searcher for traditional Arabic sonnets. Similar approach is drawn
by (Alzahrani and Salim 2010), in which a patent application is recorded for designing a framework for
Arabic verse meter distinguishing proof. Their development depends on the author’s hypothesis on Arabic
verse-meter from the eighth century. The designed framework acknowledges spoken or composed Arabic
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sonnets to distinguish and con�rm their poet-meters. The framework additionally can be utilized to help
the client in intelligently creating sonnets in view of a picked-meter.

(Harrat, Meftouh, and Smaili 2019)proposed Arabic �ne-grained dialect identi�cation which contains 25
speci�c sites across the Arab word. The task �rst targets a large dialect label set. In this, a language
identi�cation system which distinguish among several Arabic dialects by utilizing the tested method
namely method based on word embedding (Word2vec), simple neural network (LTSM) and Naïve Bayes
Classi�er. In this paper Multinomial Naïve Bayes (MNB) Classi�er is considered as effective which is
almost better than the multivarient Bernoulli Model and the feature identi�cation step is critical and 38
feature is selected using Naïve Bayes classi�er. Team frequency inverse Document Frequency (Tf-Idf) is
utilized to outperform count weight in several Natural Language Processing applications. MNB is trained
on word ngram. The best model is obtained for ranging from 1 to 5. This paper predicts the best classi�er
is the one using word unigram and bigram, character n-gram with and without space. 

(Mubarak et al. 2020), proposed two main feature to build the dataset to expand the efforts by using
tweets from Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region to develop a large non-generic speci�c �ne
grained and balanced country level dialectal Arabic dataset is used to build an effective Arabic Dialect
identi�cation. The twitter user pro�le description is the �rst feature where the user self-declares to a
speci�c country by representing it in different forms by showing the symbol of loyalty and pride. In this
paper second feature is use of classi�er which utilize supervision to discriminate among MSA and
dialects. The paper newly creates the dataset which effectively distinguish among 18 country level Arabic
dialects. A variety of features such as character and word level n-gram, static word embedding,
contextual embedding is feature used and Support Vector Machine (SVM) classi�cation and �ne-tined
transformer mode are the two classi�cation technique used in this paper.

(Elaraby and Abdul-Mageed 2018) proposed a paper for identifying Arabic Dialect based on the
benchmark data. The Arabic are the result of interweave among the native language of Middle East and
North Africa (MENA) and Arabic. In this paper Arabic online commentary (AOC) is proposed which is
large-scale respository of Arabic dialects for 4 varieties of language with manual labels. The dataset pre-
data the boost deep learning in which Arabic dialects identi�cation brought to natural language
processing. The neural network can support tease the categories of the data apart. In this paper, six
different deep learning model is utilized in the empirical test for comparing the performance of many
classical machine learning model under binary and multi way classi�cation.

(Harrat et al. 2019)presented a Multinominal Naïve Bayes (MNB) classi�er to formulate Dialect
identi�cation problem as a multiclass classi�cation task. MNB in this paper estimates the conditional
probability of token and provide relative frequency of the token as class. In this paper, a large scale
condition of parallel sentence is used which is built to cover the dialects of 25 Arab cite from the Arab
world. In this paper, a detailed description of dialect similarity and confusability and added interesting
insight on the top of traditional map is presented. The model is trained on the commissioned dataset
which is utilized to classify the sentence in corpus of naturally occurring dialects sentence presented in
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social media. For the sentence with average length of 7 words, the accuracy in identifying the exact city
of speaker is 67.9% and for sentence with 16 words, the accuracy is more than 90%.

(Sundus, Al-Haj, and Hammo 2019)proposed feed forwarding supervised Deep Learning (DL) model for
Arabic text classi�cation. Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) is utilized in �rst layer
which is constructed from the frequent word of the document collection. A weight is multiplied with each
input node and bias value is added. The weight is estimated by utilizing certain algorithm. Supervised
Logistic regression algorithm a statistical method which analyze the relation among a categorical
dependent and independent variable is used for the classi�cation purpose. This algorithm initializes the
weight with random variables. The back propagation is used to train the nodes. In this paper most
frequent terms in TF-IDF is used in the input of the �rst layer. The output from �rst layer is used as the
input of the second layer. Ten epochs are used in training the model. The forward and backward pass of
each epoch is determined using the parameter. The error rate among the target output and computed
output is minimized using Adam optimizer. The supervised Logistic Regression Classi�er is utilized as a
base classi�er mode which compute the Arabic text classi�cation. The deep learning model provide
signi�cant improvement in the time building model and classi�cation accuracy compared to the logistical
regression model.

(Boukil et al. 2018)proposed a solution for high dimensionality of the feature space and low rate of
precision of text classi�cation in Arabic language using the most interesting Term Frequency- Inverse
Documents Frequency (TF-IDF) technique of vector word presentation with the deep learning. Convolution
Neural Network (CNN) especially utilized in image processing and pattern recognition �eld. A web-crawler
is used to build 319 million Arabic words corpus and Arabic word representation is produced by applying
TF-IDF technique using corpus. CNN model trained on the top of corpus is used for Arabic text
classi�cation. The CNN trained on top of corpus provide better performance and for Arabic text
classi�cation on different benchmark.

(Alhawarat and Aseeri 2020)proposed a paper on Deep Learning (DL), based on convolution neural
network (CNN) and n-gram word embedding language model with sub-word information. Superior Arabic
Text Categorization Deep Model (SATCDM) utilize an effective multi-kernal CNN system for text
classi�cation and utilize skip-gram word embedding language model enriched with sub-word
information. In this system, free dataset found for Arabic-text classi�cation are utilized which contains 15
dataset representing Arabic News text documents in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) format. The
outcome of SATCDM is compared to the baseline model. The traditional Machine Learning (ML)
algorithm include SVM, Logistic Regression, Naïve Bayes and other technique are applied in the �eld of
Arabic text categorization. Several Natural Language Processing task is implemented using Deep
Learning. SATCDM achieve an accuracy ranging from 97.58% to 99.90% which is superior on Arabic
document classi�cation task. In this proposed study, the outcome would signi�cantly help the
researchers in the �eld of ANLP to categorize Arabic text documents more correctly into pre-de�ned
classes by increasing the accuracy of retrieved Arabic documents in search engine and other
applications.
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3 Proposed Methodology
3.1Hyperdimensional Computing

The brain structure is massive which contains number of neuron and synapse, suggesting that it is
fundamental for large circuit to the brain’s computing. Hyperdimensional computing(Barlow 2006) is
based on the brain that compute with neural activity patterns which are not associated with numbers.
The brain has the ability to calculate the number of feeble. Due to very small size of brain’s circuit, with
the help of high dimensional space neural activity pattern is modelled with hypervectors. When the
dimensionality is in the thousands (e.g., D =10,000), it is called hyperdimensional. With i.i.d components,
hypervector are holographic and random. All the information contains hypervector combined and spread
across all its bits in a full holistic representation to store any piece of information than another so that no
bit is more responsible. Hypervectors are combined with operations akin to addition, multiplication, and
permutation that form an algebra over the vector space. The similarity of hypervector is compared over
vector space using distance metric. The hypervector operation is combined into interesting computational
behavior with unique features that make them robust and e�cient.

In this paper, we target for identifying the language of text samples with an application of
hyperdimensional computing based on encoding consecutive letters into hypervectors. The language is
recognized using the given test in �rst step in all sorts of language processing, such as text analysis,
categorization, translation, etc. High-dimensional vector models are used to capture word meaning from
word-use statistics and are popular in natural-language processing. The vectors are often called semantic
vectors. Ideally, words with a similar meaning are represented by semantic vectors that are close to each
other in the vector space, while dissimilar meanings are represented by semantic vectors far from each
other(Habash and Rambow 2007). A standard way of making semantic vectors is Latent semantic
analysis(Habash and Rambow 2007) It relies on singular value decomposition of a large matrix of word
frequencies. It is computationally heavy and scales poorly. Random indexing(Chomsky 1965) is an
algorithm based on high dimensionality and randomness and it provides a simple and scalable
alternative to methods based on principal components, including latent semantic analysis. It is
incremental and computes semantic vectors in a single pass over the text data. With the dimensionality
in the thousands, it is possible to calculate useful representations with fast, and highly scalable
algorithms. We use random indexing for identifying the source language of text samples by compiling
their N-grams – N consecutive letters – into hypervectors, and by comparing the vectors to each other.

3.2Random Indexing

Random indexing represents information by projecting data onto vectors in a hyperdimensional space.
There exist a huge number of different, nearly orthogonal hypervectors in such a space(Al Badrashiny
2009). This lets us combine two such hypervectors into a new hypervector using well-de�ned vector-
space operations, while keeping the information of the original two with high probability. We consider a
variant of the multiplication, addition, and permutation (MAP) coding described in(Al-Muhtaseb and
Mellish 1998) to de�ne the hyperdimensional vector space. The hypervectors are initially taken from a
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10,000-dimensional space and have an equal number of randomly placed 1s and 1s. Such
hypervectors are used to represent the basic elements, i.e., the 28 letters of the Arabic alphabet and the
(ASCII) space. The MAP operations on the hypervectors are de�ned as follows. Componentwise addition
of two hypervectors  and , is denoted by + . Information from a pair of hypervectors A and B is stored
and utilized in a single hypervector by exploiting the addition operation. That is, the sum of two separate
hypervectors naturally preserves unique information from each hypervector because of the mathematical
properties of vector addition. The vector addition is well suited for representing sets. Componentwise
multiplication is denoted by  _ . Multiplication of two hypervectors produces a vector that isdissimilar to
its constituent vectors; hence it is well suited for binding hypervectors. The third operation is a
permutation, r, that rotates the hypervector coordinates. The permutation operation generates a dissimilar
vector by scrambling that is good for storing a sequence of hypervectors. For example, the sequence
trigram of -  - , is stored as the following hypervector, r(r   _ (  _  = rr   _ r   _ . This e�ciently
distinguishes the sequence  -  from  -  - , since a rotated hypervector is uncorrelated with all the other
hypervectors. Cosine similarity is used to measure similarity between two hypervectors by measuring the
cosine of the angle between them using a dot product. It is de�ned as cos(  ; ) = j   _  j, where  and  are
the normalized vectors of  and , respectively, and j  j denotes the sum of the elements in .

3.3Encoding Module

The encoding module accepts a stream of letters from a text and computes a hypervector that represents
the text. First, an item memory assigns a unique but random hypervector that is called a letter hypervector
to an input letter. The item memory is a catalog of meaningful patterns, and it is implemented as a
lookup table. In the binary implementation of our encoding module, a hypervector has an equal number
of randomly placed 1s and 0s. This assignment is �xed throughout the computation and formed 28
approximately orthogonal hypervectors as the basic elements of our alphabet here with 28 symbols.
Second, we need to compute a hypervector for a block of N consecutive letters, for example, a window of
three letters or a trigram. Hence, we consider three stages of memory, in the FIFO style, each of which
stores a letter hypervector. A trigram hypervector is created by permuting the letter hypervectors and
multiplying them as described earlier. The random permutation operation r is �xed and implemented as a
cyclic rotation to the right by 1 position as shown in Figure 1. In a geometry sense, this permutation
rotates the vector in the space. For instance, considering the trigram of -  — , A hypervector is rotated
twice (rr  ,( hypervector is rotated once (r ), and there is no rotation for C hypervector. Once the letter C is
reached, its corresponding C hypervector is fetched from the item memory and is directly written to the
�rst stage of the encoder (i.e., letter3 hypervector in Figure 1). To apply r(r  , ) on the two previous letters,
they are rotated as they pass through the encoder stages. The pointwise multiplications are then applied
between these new hypervectors to compute the trigram hypervector, i.e., rr  _r  _ . Since the trigram
hypervector is binary, the multiplication between two hypervectors is implemented with D XOR gates.
Third, a text hypervector for an input text is computed by adding all the trigram hypervectors using a
sliding window of three letters across the text. This pointwise addition, or summation, produces another
D-dimensional hypervector where each component is an integer value. Section 3.4.2 shows how we can
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substitute such a high-precision text hypervector with a binary hypervector. The output of the encoding
module is the text hypervector. The encoding module is used for both training and testing. During training
when the language of the input text is known, we refer to the text hypervector as a language hypervector.
Such language hypervectors are stored in the search module. When the language of a text is unknown, as
it is during testing, we call the text hypervector as a query hypervector. The query hypervector is sent to
the similarity search module to identify its source language.

3.4Similarity Search Module

The search module stores a set of language hypervectors that are precomputed by the encoding module.
These language hypervectors are made in exactly the same way described above, by making the text
hypervectors from samples of a known language. Therefore, during the training phase, we feed texts of a
known language to the encoding module and save the resulting text hypervector as a language
hypervector in the search module. Determining the language of an unknown text is done by comparing its
query hypervector to all the language hypervectors. This comparison is effectively performed in a
distributed fashion using an associative memory. The cosine similarity is used as the similarity
metric(Singh 2018). It measures distancecos between a language hypervector (LVi) and an unknown
query hypervector (QV) as follows:

whereLVi _ QV is the dot product between the two hypervectors, jLVi j and j QV j are the magnitudes of LVi
and QV, respectively. If distancecos is close to 1, it means that the trigram frequencies of the unknown
text presented in QV are similar to the trigram frequencies of the language vectori, and therefore the text
is likely to be written in the same language. We design a modular similarity measurement block that
calculates such distancecos between a precomputedLVi and QV. This block is replicated L times within
the search module; L is the number of languages in our application. The QV is broadcast across the
search module; hence all the similarity-measurement blocks compute their cosines concurrently. Finally, a
combinational comparison block selects the highest cosine and returns its associated language as the
language that the unknown text has been written in.

3.5 Langid.py for language identi�cation

(Lui and Baldwin 2012)present a tool for Language Identi�cation called langid.py. In their tool they use
Naive Bayes classi�er with various n-gram character sequences for training purposes. The tool has been
trained to identify 97 languages in the multi-domain Language Identi�cation corpus of (Lui and Baldwin
2012). The tool supports many modules so developers can easily train and build their own language
models. Comparing Langid.py to other Language Identi�cation tools like langdetect, TextCat(Cavnar,
Trenkle, and others 1994), and CDL (Lui and Baldwin 2012)found that it is faster and gives better
accuracy.
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4 Datasets
In the proposed approach, the results are empirically analyzed and the proof of outcome is described
below with graphical view in clear manner.

4.1 SANAD: Single-label Arabic news articles datasets

With the help of various performance measures, it is possible to evaluate the spam email detection. A
Confusion Matrix is used to detect the performance for the spam email detection model.

 Table 1: SANAD Classi�cation Model – in depth view

Dataset Sources Category Train  Test Total Per Category

alarabiya.net  5 16650 1850 18500 3700

alkhaleej.ae  7 40950 4550 45500 6500

akhbarona.com  7 42210 4690 46900 6700

a. alarabiya.net dataset

For the AlArabiya dataset, we went through every article in the main domain and its sub-domains,
i.e.,Ahadath and Aswaq. All articles were then grouped into 7 categories. Two of these categories did not
have enough data (Culture & Iran News) with respect to the rest. “Iran News” were then merged into the
“Politics” category, thus creating a good training-size dataset. As a result, the existing categories are
limited to 5 after dropping the “Culture” category. The articles collected are up-to-date until early 2018.
Fig. 2 shows the distribution of the �ve categories of this dataset

b.alkhaleej.ae

Going through each and every article on their website since 2008 and until 2018, we collected around
1.2M (4GB) articles. However, the categorization in the website was incomplete and vague to the most
part. So, we had to manually categorize a reasonable amount of articles in each one of the
aforementioned seven categories, which accounts to not more than 46k articles in total. That also forced
us to consider some articles as part of a category in which they don’t exactly belong, making the dataset
less reliable than the other two. Fig. 2 shows the balanced distribution of the seven categories of this
dataset. The manual categorization of Khaleej dataset refers to the manual selection of the tags,
provided by the website, to be grouped under one broad category among the seven aforementioned
categories. For example, articles of the tags ‘GITEX’, ‘Computer & Internet’, ‘Digital Life’, and ‘Technology’
are grouped under the general category ‘Technology’.

c. akhbarona.com
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We collected all articles in the categories we needed, but one category [Religion] only had half as much as
other categories did. In order to balance this gap, we collected the remaining half of that category from a
similar newspaper website (Alanba.com). Fig. 2 shows the distribution of the seven categories of this
dataset.

Datasets N-gram Train Time in minutes Test Time in minutes

Arabiya 4-gram 110.78811718333 12.20797358333

5-gram 129.26442776667 14.34746485

6-gram 145.9453567 15.78754715

7-gram 164.58025068333 17.761119366667

8-gram 179.55377805 19.429098933333

9-gram 194.22147516667 21.66809816667

10-gram 211.584779516667 22.885118933333

11-gram 223.241661766667 24.69651315

12-gram 242.102645516667 26.49913965

13-gram 261.5952487 27.996408433333

14-gram 271.69394325 30.032938983333
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Datasets name Arabiya Khaleej Akhbarona

Arabiya N-gram Accuracy N-gram Accuracy N-gram Accuracy

4-gram 0.8789 4-gram 0.6440 4-gram 0.7334

5-gram 0.9178 5-gram 0.6905 5-gram 0.7612

6-gram 0.9270 6-gram 0.7037 6-gram 0.7788

7-gram 0.9389 7-gram 0.7188 7-gram 0.8042

8-gram 0.9541 8-gram 0.7252 8-gram 0.7931

9-gram 0.9541 9-gram 0.7594 9-gram 0.8066

10-gram 0.9605 10-gram 0.7603 10-gram 0.7866

11-gram 0.9638 11-gram 0.7769 11-gram 0.7830

12-gram 0.9665 12-gram 0.7514 12-gram 0.7791

13-gram 0.9649 13-gram 0.7634 13-gram 0.7675

14-gram 0.9551 14-gram 0.7332 14-gram 0.7516

 

Datasets name Arabiya Khaleej Akhbarona

Khaleej N-gram Accuracy N-gram Accuracy N-gram Accuracy

4-gram 0.5178 4-gram 0.8273 4-gram 0.4947

5-gram 0.5492 5-gram 0.8633 5-gram 0.5343

6-gram 0.5746 6-gram 0.8811 6-gram 0.5495

7-gram 0.6103 7-gram 0.8941 7-gram 0.5676

8-gram 0.6405 8-gram 0.9033 8-gram 0.6019

9-gram 0.6708 9-gram 0.9123 9-gram 0.6375

10-gram 0.6995 10-gram 0.9169 10-gram 0.6450

11-gram 0.7151 11-gram 0.9158 11-gram 0.6580

12-gram 0.7195 12-gram 0.9134 12-gram 0.6525

13-gram 0.7016 13-gram 0.9103 13-gram 0.6416

14-gram 0.7000 14-gram 0.9035 14-gram 0.6341
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Datasets name Arabiya Khaleej Akhbarona

Akhbarona N-gram Accuracy N-gram Accuracy N-gram Accuracy

4-gram 0.6789 4-gram 0.5341 4-gram 0.7780

5-gram 0.7059 5-gram 0.5956 5-gram 0.8119

6-gram 0.7341 6-gram 0.6213 6-gram 0.8281

7-gram 0.7811  7-gram 0.6598 7-gram 0.8512

8-gram 0.7941 8-gram 0.6760 8-gram 0.8627

9-gram 0.7978 9-gram 0.7167 9-gram 0.8595

10-gram 0.7941 10-gram 0.7121 10-gram 0.8588

11-gram 0.8135 11-gram 0.7149 11-gram 0.8563

12-gram 0.7962 12-gram 0.7204 12-gram 0.8512

13-gram 0.7708 13-gram 0.7009 13-gram 0.8409

14-gram 0.7778 14-gram 0.6949 14-gram 0.8262

 i) RTA Dataset [30]

The collection of multi-label Arabic text collected from Russia Today in Arabic new portal is considered as
the RTA news dataset. Around 23,837 texts delivered over 40 classi�cations and split into 15,001 texts for
the training and 8,836 text for the test.
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Datasets name RTA

RTA N-gram Accuracy

4-gram 0.6132

5-gram 0.6509

6-gram 0.6648

7-gram 0.6646

8-gram 0.6609

9-gram 0.6638

10-gram 0.6619

11-gram 0.6597

12-gram 0.6578

13-gram 0.6464

14-gram 0.6373

 ii) ANT Dataset [31]

ANT Corpus stands for "Arabic News Texts Corpus". The aim of the project is to collect text from different
sources of the web by incrementing the amount of data progressively. 90% of training and 10% of work is
done.
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Datasets name AT

AT N-gram Accuracy

4-gram 0.6113

5-gram 0.7418

6-gram 0.8140

7-gram 0.8526

8-gram 0.8734

9-gram 0.8823

10-gram 0.8932

11-gram 0.9001

12-gram 0.9248

13-gram 0.9080

14-gram 0.9189

 4.2 Shami Dialects Corpus (SDC) [32]

We present our Shami Dialect Corpus (SDC) which contains only Levantine dialects. Its most important
characteristics are: a) it is the �rst Levantine dialect corpus that contains the largest volume of data
separated as individual Levantine dialects compared to the previous corpora; b) it is not a crafted and
also not a parallel corpus; it contains real conversations as written in social media and blogs; c) it is not
con�ned to a speci�c domain; it includes several topics from regular conversations such as politics,
education, society, health care, housekeeping and others; d) unlike previous corpora, SDC has been
created from scratch by collecting Levantine data through automatic and manual approaches. SDC is
organized in text �les, where each �le represents one dialect. We have another structure for the Language
Identi�cation task, where we have a sub folder for each dialect and each sentence is represented as a
separate text �le. we split the data and use 90% for training data and 10% for testing data. 

Table1:Dataset Outcome

Language Train Test

Jordanian 6316 702

Lebanese 9747 1083

Palestinian 10644 1065

Syrian 33983 3776
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A high-dimensional processing strategy is used over different Arabic languages such as Palestinian and
Syrian, in which these languages are classi�ed with N'gram strategies like 4, 5, 6 and 7 N'gram. This
strategy produces the enhanced accuracy on outcome with Language Detection library in python.
However, the same strategy is applied to other Arabic languages like Jordanian and Lebanese, in which
these languages are classi�ed under same norms with N'gram like 4, 5, 6 and 7 N'gram. This strategy
does not produce the improved accuracy results over outcome by using the same language detection
library on python. The following table, Table-2 clearly shows the accuracy results for all these
classi�cations in detail.

Table2:Language Detection – Comparison of 2 Languages

Palestinian - Syrian Classi�cation

  HDC Language Detection Python Library

Language Replica Accuracy

4gram character

5gram character

6gram character

7gram character

0.7674

0.7947

0.8228

0.8234

0.73

0.72

0.72

0.72

Jordanian - Lebanese Classi�cation

  HDC Language Detection Python Library

Language Replica Accuracy

4gram character

5gram character

6gram character

7gram character

0.7182

0.7434

0.7742

0.7938

0.87

0.89

0.89

0.89

A high-dimensional processing strategy is used over three different Arabic languages such as Palestinian,
Jordanian and Syrian, in which these languages are classi�ed with N'gram strategies like 4, 5, 6 and 7
N'gram. This strategy produces the enhanced accuracy on outcome in 5, 6, 7 N'gram with Language
Detection library in python. However, the same strategy is applied to other Arabic languages like
Jordanian, Syrian and Lebanese, in which these languages are classi�ed under same norms with N'gram
like 4, 5, 6 and 7 N'gram. This strategy produces the enhanced accuracy levels on 6 and 7 n'gram by
using the same language detection library on python. The following table, Table-3 clearly shows the
accuracy results for all these classi�cations in detail.

Table3:Language Detection – Comparison of 3 Languages
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Palestinian - Jordanian - Syrian Classi�cation

  HDC Language Detection Python Library

Language Replica Accuracy

4gram character

5gram character

6gram character

7gram character

0.6132

0.6634

0.6929

0.6971

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.64

Jordanian - Syrian - Lebanese Classi�cation

  HDC Language Detection Python Library

Language Replica Accuracy

4gram character

5gram character

6gram character

7gram character

0.6267

0.6652

0.6925

0.7265

0.64

0.81

0.66

0.65

A high-dimensional processing strategy is used over four different Arabic languages such as Palestinian,
Jordanian, Syrian and Lebanese, in which these languages are classi�ed with N'gram strategies like 4, 5,
6 and 7 N'gram. This strategy produces the enhanced accuracy on outcome in 4, 6, 7 N'gram with
Language Detection library in python. The following table, Table-4 clearly shows the accuracy results for
all these classi�cations in detail.

Table4:Language Detection – Comparison of 4 Languages

Palestinian - Syrian - Jordanian - Lebanese Classi�cation

  HDC Language Detection Python Library

Language Replica                      Accuracy

4gram character

5gram character

6gram character

7gram character

0.5487

0.5973

0.6296

0.6407

0.54

0.65

0.55

0.55

4.3 Parallel Arabic DIalect Corpus (PADIC) [33]

PADIC is a multi-regional corpus that consist of 5 Arabic dialects. PADIC is made of from Maghreb and
the Middle East. Maghreb has a three dialects MOROCCAN, ALGIERS and ANNABA. The Middle East has
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a two dialects Syria and Palestine. Each of all dialects has 7213 sentences arranged with Modern
Standard Arabic (MSA). PADIC (Parallel Arabic DIalectal Corpus) is a multi- regional corpus built in the
framework of the National Research Project "TORJMAN", led by Scienti�c and Technical Research Center
for the Development of Arabic Language and funded by the Algerian Ministry of Higher Education and
Scienti�c Research. We split the data and use 90% for training data and 10% for testing data and applied
the method of High dimensional computing on two Arabic dialects Palestinian and Syrian classi�cation
with 4,5,6,7 N-gram. we get the best result on 4,5,6 N-gram compared to langid.py

 Table5:PADIC Dataset Outcome

Language Train Test

Palestinian 6491 722

Syrian 6491 722

Table6:Language Detection – Classi�cation of Palestinian and Syrian

Palestinian - Syrian Classi�cation

  HDC Language Detection Python Library

Language Model                         Accuracy

4gram character

5gram character

6gram character

7gram character

0.7403

0.7458

0.7126

0.6066

0.61

0.64

0.68

0.68

4.4 Multi-Arabic Dialect Applications and Resources (MADAR)

MADAR (Multi-Arabic Dialect Applications and Resources) is a three-year joint project among the NLP
Group at Carnegie Mellon University in Qatar (CMU-Q), the Computational Approaches to Modeling
Language (CAMEL) Lab at New York University Abu Dhabi (NYUAD), and Columbia University. The project
also involves collaborators from the University of Bahrain (UoB). The project aims at improving dialectal
Arabic processing by:

Forming assets for Arabic Dialect demonstrating, including the formation of a twenty-�ve cities multi
vernacular vocabulary and a twenty-�ve cities multi language equal corpus 

Forming machine interpretation frameworks among languages, lingos and English, vernaculars and
Standard Arabic and 

Forming language distinguishing proof frameworks that can deal with an assortment of granularity
levels. 
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This system or Project is the biggest in range and profundity to date with regards to chipping away at
natural language processing of Arabic lingo. The following tables, Table-7 and Table-8 illustrate the
MADAR dataset outcome and the Classi�cation results of different languages in detail with respect to
Language Detection strategies using python.

Table7:MADAR Dataset Outcome

Language Train Test

Jordanian 1800 200

Lebanese 1800 200

Palestinian 1800 200

Syrian 1800 200

Table8:Classi�cation Results of Palestinian and Syrian and Jordanian and Lebanese

Palestinian - Syrian Classi�cation

  HDC Language Detection Python Library

Language Replica Accuracy

4gram character

5gram character

6gram character

7gram character

0.7225

0.7300

0.7625

0.7550

-

-

-

-

Jordanian - Lebanese Classi�cation

  HDC Language Detection Python Library

Language Replica Accuracy

4gram character

5gram character

6gram character

7gram character

0.7150

0.7575

0.7800

0.7350

-

-

-

-

The following tables, Table-9 and Table-10 illustrate the Classi�cation results of different languages such
as Palestinian-Jordanian-Syrian and Jordanian-Syrian-Lebanese as well as comparison of 4 languages
as well such as: Palestinian-Syrian-Jordanian and Lebanese in detail with respect to Language Detection
strategies using python.
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Table9:Classi�cation Results of Palestinian-Jordanian-Syrian and Jordanian-Syrian-Lebanese

`

  HDC Language Detection Python Library

Language Replica Accuracy

4gram character

5gram character

6gram character

7gram character

0.4850

0.5200

0.5250

0.5083

-

-

-

-

Jordanian - Syrian - Lebanese Classi�cation

  HDC Language Detection Python Library

Language Replica Accuracy

4gram character

5gram character

6gram character

7gram character

0.5100

0.5517

0.5800

0.5717

-

-

-

-

Table10:Classi�cation Results of Palestinian-Syrian-Jordanian-Lebanese

Palestinian - Syrian - Jordanian - Lebanese Classi�cation

  HDC Language Detection Python Library

Language Replica Accuracy

4gram character

5gram character

6gram character

7gram character

0.4238

0.4575

0.4800

0.4700

-

-

-

-

5 Results And Discussion
In this section, the performance-ratio of the proposed system strategies are visualized with respect to the
accuracy ratios attained over the tables mentioned over the previous section. In this perception, the
dataset outcome ratio of SANAD is clearly estimated via many attributes such as: Category, Training
data, Testing Data, Total estimation and per category basis. These all will be estimated under three
different dataset categories of SANAD such as: Arabiya, Khaleej and Akhbarona. The following �gure,
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Fig. 4 illustrates the SANAD Classi�cation dataset outcome ratio of different datasets. The accuracy ratio
and the outcome estimation of Arabiya dataset is deviated under several attributes with different values
such as the attribute Category is bounded with 5, training data is bounded up with 16,650 data, testing
data is bounded up with 1,850 data, Total estimations are bounded with 18,500 and per category is
bounded with 3,700. The accuracy ratio and the outcome estimation of Khaleej dataset is deviated under
several attributes with different values such as the attribute Category is bounded with 7, training data is
bounded up with 40,950 data, testing data is bounded up with 4,550 data, Total estimations are bounded
with 45,500 and per category is bounded with 6,500. The accuracy ratio and the outcome estimation of
Akhbarona dataset is deviated under several attributes with different values such as the attribute
Category is bounded with 7, training data is bounded up with 42,210 data, testing data is bounded up
with 4,690 data, Total estimations are bounded with 46,900 and per category is bounded with 6,700.

 

  Single-label Dataset

  AR-5 KH-7 AB-7 RT-40

BIGRU 97.41 96.46 92.23 57.25

BILSTM 96.43 95.05 90.14 57.70

CGRU 97.19 96.86 94.00 62.99

CLSTM 96.97 96.59 92.66 61.46

CNN 95.62 96.33 92.72 64.24

GRU 96.76 96.04 89.56 52.51

HANGRU 96.00 96.66 92.95 59.61

HANLSTM 96.38 96.55 92.21 59.44

LSTM 96.54 94.09 90.29 56.67

Average 96.59 94.07 91.86 59.10
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Datasets Name DL Model Arabiya Khaleej Akhbarona

Arabiya BIGRU 97.41 80.31 83.11

BILSTM 96.43 76.77 86.25

CGRU 97.19 83.05 85.11

CLSTM 96.97 80.03 85.53

CNN 95.62 71.85 83.32

GRU 96.76 77.63 83.68

HANGRU 96.00 76.58 84.51

HANLSTM 96.38 75.48 84.39

LSTM 96.54 80.00 85.23

Khaleej BIGRU 83.78 96.46 70.52

BILSTM 81.57 95.05 69.02

CGRU 76.86 96.86 65.71

CLSTM 77.14 96.59 69.53

CNN 76.65 96.33 68.30

GRU 79.89 96.04 69.62

HANGRU 77.62 96.66 66.61

HANLSTM 80.43 96.55 70.47

LSTM 78.92 94.09 68.10

Akhbarona BIGRU 83.08 75.93 92.23

BILSTM 82.11 74.79 90.14

CGRU 86.65 77.76 94.00

CLSTM 87.24 75.60 92.66

CNN 82.97 77.78 92.72

GRU 74.54 70.35 89.56

HANGRU 86.05 77.41 92.95

HANLSTM 79.62 76.18 92.21

LSTM 82.00 73.96 90.29
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The following �gure, Fig. 5 shows the N-gram accuracy ranges of Arabiya dataset, in which the ranges of
N-grams are illustrated from 4 to 14 and N-gram accuracies are measured properly with proper dataset
ratio. The classi�cation accuracy levels of Arabiya dataset are deviated under several N-gram ratios such
as: 0.8789 is obtained on 4-gram, 0.9178 is obtained on 5gram, 0.927 is obtained on 6gram, 0.9389 is
obtained on 7gram, 0.9541 is obtained on 8gram, 0.9541 is obtained on 9gram, 0.9605 is obtained on
10gram, 0.9638 is obtained on 11gram, 0.9665 is obtained on 12gram, 0.9649 is obtained on 13gram
and 0.9551 is obtained on 14gram.

The following �gure, Fig. 6 shows the N-gram accuracy ranges of Khaleej dataset, in which the ranges of
N-grams are illustrated from 4 to 14 and N-gram accuracies are measured properly with proper dataset
ratio. The classi�cation accuracy levels of Khaleej dataset are deviated under several N-gram ratios such
as: 0.95 is obtained on 4gram, 0.9391 is obtained on 5gram, 0.9423 is obtained on 6gram, 0.9457 is
obtained on 7gram, 0.9589 is obtained on 8gram, 0.9386 is obtained on 9gram, no values obtained to
10gram, no values obtained to 11gram, 0.9694 is obtained on 12gram, 0.9549 is obtained on 13gram and
0.9523 is obtained on 14gram.

The following �gure, Fig. 7 shows the N-gram accuracy ranges of Akhbarona dataset, in which the ranges
of N-grams are illustrated from 4 to 14 and N-gram accuracies are measured properly with proper dataset
ratio. The classi�cation accuracy levels of Akhbarona Dataset are deviated under several N-gram ratios
such as: 0.778 is obtained on 4gram, 0.813 is obtained on 5gram, 0.8267 is obtained on 6gram, no
values are obtained on 7gram, no values are obtained on 8gram, no values are obtained on 9gram,
0.8554 is obtained on 10gram, 0.8563 is obtained on 11gram, 0.8512 is obtained on 12gram, 0.8409 is
obtained on 13gram and no values are obtained on 14gram.

The following Fig. 8 shows the N-gram accuracy ranges of RTA dataset, in which the ranges of N-grams
are illustrated from 4 to 14 and the N- gram accuracies are measured properly with dataset ration. The
classi�cation accuracy levels of RTA Dataset are deviated under several N-grams ratio such as 0.613 is
obtained on 4gram, 0.650 is obtained on 5gram, 0.6648 is obtained on 6gram, 0.6646 is obtained on
7gram, 0.6609 is obtained on 8gram, 0.6638 is obtained on 9gram, 0.6619 is obtained on 10gram, 0.6597
is contained on 11gram, 0.6578 is obtained on 12gram, 0.6464 is obtained on 13gram, 0.6373 is
obtained on 14gram.

The following Fig. 9 shows the N-gram accuracy ranges of ANT dataset, in which the ranges of N-grams
are illustrated from 4 to 14 and the N- gram accuracies are measured properly with dataset ration. The
classi�cation accuracy levels of ANT Dataset are deviated under several N-grams ratio such as 0.6113 is
obtained on 4gram, 0.7418 is obtained on 5gram, 0.8140 is obtained on 6gram, 0.8526 is obtained on
7gram, 0.8734 is obtained on 8gram, 0.8723 is obtained on 9gram, 0.8932 is obtained on 10gram, 0.9001
is contained on 11gram, 0.9248 is obtained on 12gram, 0.9080 is obtained on 13gram, 0.9189 is
obtained on 14gram.

The following �gure, Fig. 10 illustrates the dataset outcome ratio of different Arabic languages.
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The following �gure, Fig. 11 shows the classi�cation accuracy ranges of different Arabic languages such
as: Palestinian and Syrian with respect to Language Detection principles.

The following �gure, Fig. 12 shows the classi�cation accuracy ranges of different Arabic languages such
as: Jordanian and Lebanese with respect to Language Detection principles.

The following �gure, Fig. 13 (a) and (b) shows the classi�cation accuracy ranges of three different Arabic
languages such as: Palestinian, Jordanian and Syrian as well as Jordanian, Syrian and Lebanese with
respect to Language Detection principles.

The following �gure, Fig. 14 shows that the classi�cation accuracy ranges of four different Arabic
languages such as: Palestinian, Syrian, Jordanian and Lebanese with respect to Language Detection
principles.

The following �gure, Fig. 15 illustrates the PADIC dataset outcome ratio of two different Arabic
languages.

The following �gure, Fig. 16 shows that the classi�cation accuracy ranges of 2 different Arabic
languages such as: Palestinian and Syrian with respect to PADIC Dataset using Language Detection
principles.

The following �gure, Fig. 17 illustrates the MADAR dataset outcome ratio of four different Arabic
languages.

The following �gure, Fig. 18 (a) and (b) shows that the classi�cation accuracy ranges of different Arabic
languages such as: Classi�cation Results of Palestinian and Syrian and Jordanian and Lebanese with
respect to MADAR Dataset using Language Detection principles.

The following �gure, Fig. 19 (a) and (b) shows that the classi�cation accuracy ranges of 4 different
Arabic languages such as: Palestinian-Jordanian-Syrian and Jordanian-Syrian-Lebanese using Language
Detection principles.

Classi�cation Accuracy Ratio (a) Palestinian, Jordanian and Syrian (b) Jordanian, Syrian and Lebanese

The following �gure, Fig. 20 shows that the classi�cation accuracy ranges of 4 different Arabic
languages such as: Palestinian, Syrian, Jordanian and Lebanese using Language Detection principles.

The �gure below represents the time elapse on training the nine model of the Arabiya dataset to achieve
best accuracy.

6 Conclusion
The proposed approach of Hyper-Dimensional strategies in association with Natural Language
Processing contains easy process to resolve the issues presented over Arabic dialect manipulation. In
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spite of the fact that it required the development of a huge information base to be interconnected for
concurrent taking care of the issue of diacritics language when added to the Arabic words. This paper
demonstrates that the answer for this predicament isn't troublesome, yet there is a need to utilize
strategies measurable morphological to determine how to include Arabic diacritical imprints as well as
placed in a word and afterward deciphered by the kind of diacritical marks. Additionally, exploration and
strategies are new sorts of clari�cations and new sorts of information and new procedures for managing
such information and the intricate errands of the Arabic language common can be handled and settled
with new creative style. A lot of information from the Quran and Arabic Language Literature gave a lot of
commitment in �nishing the venture.
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Figure 1

Language Processing Stages
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Figure 2

Word to Letter Separation
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Figure 3

Hyper-Dimensional Processing: System Model
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Figure 4

SANAD Dataset Outcome Ratio

Figure 5
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Classi�cation Accuracy of Arabiya Dataset

Figure 6

Classi�cation Accuracy of Khaleej Dataset

Figure 7
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Classi�cation Accuracy of Akhbarona Dataset

Figure 8

Classi�cation Accuracy of RTA Dataset

Figure 9
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Classi�cation Accuracy of ANT dataset

Figure 10

Dataset Outcome Ratio
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Figure 11

Classi�cation Accuracy of Palestinian and Syrian
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Figure 12

Classi�cation Accuracy of Jordanian and Lebanese
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Figure 13

Classi�cation Accuracy (a) Palestinian, Jordanian and Syrian (b) Jordanian, Syrian and Lebanese
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Figure 14

Classi�cation Accuracy of Palestinian, Syrian, Jordanian and Lebanese

Figure 15

Dataset Outcome Ratio
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Figure 16

Classi�cation Accuracy of Palestinian and Syrian

Figure 17
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MADAR Dataset Outcome Ratio

Figure 18

Classi�cation Results (a) Palestinian and Syrian and (b) Jordanian and Lebanese
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Figure 19

Classi�cation Accuracy Ratio (a) Palestinian, Jordanian and Syrian (b) Jordanian, Syrian and Lebanese
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Figure 20

Classi�cation Accuracy Ratio of Palestinian, Jordanian, Syrian and Lebanese

Figure 21

Time elapsed on model training on Arabiya dataset for best accuracy


